














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































"I suspect, said Mansilla (d. 2012) – that the space actually doesn’t form part of our vital concerns ... 














































































PopulaYon! 37!millions! 39!millions! 46!millions!
G.N.P! 155.000!mill! 445.000!mill! 1.100.000!mill!
I.p.C.! 4.200!€/year! 11.400!€/yea! 23.900!€/year!
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!!!!!!!!!!!!On%Site!MoMA!06!&!EXPO!Zaragoza!08!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!SPANISH!!ARCHI*TECTURE!
!!!!!1992!*!2008!
!!!!!!!!!!!!Andrés!Mar:nez*Medina!!!!!!!!PhD!architect!
!
There!have!been!a!great!economic!ﬂow!that!has!brought!
great!freedom.!Does!money!guarantee!quality?!
!
How!has!been!possible!this!architectural!'miracle'?!
Some!clues:!
*!Lack!of!prejudice!of!Spanish!architects!
*!‘Guggenheim’!Eﬀect:!urban!regenerator!magnet!
.!InteracYon!and!exchange:!free!compe99ons!
!!and!assimila9on!of!process!ﬂows!that!reﬂect!new!!!!
modes!of!knowledge!
.!Easy!experimenta9on!in!containers!without!!
!!!rigid!programs!museums,!culture!and!auditoriums!!.!
.!Answer!to!a!metaphorical!and!symbolic!idea!
(Answers:!1!*!CreaYve!freedom,!2!–!!Economic!Solvency!and!3!*!Experimental!CompeYYon…)!
The!Spanish!architecture!has!gone!from!certainty!
(determinism)!the!uncertainty!(indeterminism).!
Remember!that!there!have!been!fading!
of!ideologies!and!intellectual!attude!has!been!
imaginaYve,!with!axen9ve!and!open.minded!
(architecture!for!happiness)!
Thank!you!very!much!200
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2005/09,!Ediﬁcio!Carabanchel!17,!Aman+Cánovas+Maruri!!
2001/05,!Library!in!San!Vicente!
P.!Leiva!y!G.!Aranea!
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1995/99,!Business!School,!Alicante,!J.!García!Solera! 2003/09,!IES.Rafal,!P.!Leiva!y!G.!Aranea!
2003/09,!IES.Rafal,!P.!Leiva!y!G.!Aranea!
2001/05,!Library!in!San!Vicente!
P.!Leiva!y!G.!Aranea!
